
Project 25 for Amateur Radio 
The FM repeater era began nearly 40 years ago with hams 
"repurposing" commercial analog transceivers. Now they're doing 
it again, but this time it's digital! 
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here is increasing interest in digital 
voice and data activities on the ham T bands, particularly above 50 MHz. 

Many amateurs have probably heard of 
D-STAR, a digital voice and data system 
developed by the Japan Amateur Radio 
League in cooperation with ICOM. However, 
there is another approach that is attracting 
attention as well: APCO Project 25. 

APCO Project 25 (P25) is a set of digi- 
tal radio standards developed by various 
electronics manufacturers, along with input 
from local, state, and federal governments, 
and support from the Telecommunications 
Industry Association (TIA). P25 has been 
around since 1995, and provides guid- 
ance for building digital radio equipment 
for public safety users. P25 systems have 
proliferated among public service agen- 
cies. Chances are a police department, f r e  

department or other public agency near you 
is using a P25 system right now. 

Within the last several years hams have 
been acquiring commercial Project 25 
mobile and handheld transceivers and con- 
verting them for amateur use, mostly on 2 
meters and 70 cm. Because P25 is an open 
digital standard, it is perfectly legal for hams 
to use P25 on the air. 

One common misconception about P25 
is that all systems are trunked, where radios 
on the system are automatically directed to 
assigned frequencies by a central controller, 
as opposed to conventional systems where 
the users manually choose operating fre- 
quencies. In fact, P25 defines both trunked 
and conventional systems. While tmnked 
systems aren't a real good fit for Amateur 
Radio for a variety of reasons, conventional 
P25 is much more useful. 

The number of manufacturers making 
P25 equipment has greatly increased in the 
last eight years or so. In the 1990s Motorola 
and EF Johnson had a virtual monopoly, but 
now most major manufacturers of two-way 
radios for the public safety market have at 
least some kind of P25 offering. Modern 
scanners and communications receivers 
often have P25 decoding capability, adding 
to the number of P25 radios out there. 

There are numerous amateur P25 repeat- 
ers around the US, so one might be closer 
than you think! The latest ARRL Repeater 
Directory identifies these repeaters, where 
known. Another source of information is on 
the Web www.p25ham.com. 

P25 Features 
With P25, voice and data share the 

same channel seamlessly and simultane- 

TheThales 25 (formerly Racal25) is a P25 
digital radio covering the 136-174 MHz 
band. Notice that this one has been repro- 
grammed for use on the 2-meter ham band. 
It features a very intuitive user interface, 
which allows channel parameters to be 
quickly programmed or changed from the 
front panel. 

To reprogram a Motorola Astro Saber, you need Motorola's programming software, a 
Radio Interface Box (RIB) and the appropriate cables.You can find the RIB and cables 
on eBay and other sites. 






